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Abstract High-frequency (HF) coherent radars are widely applied for studying electrodynamic
processes in the Earth's upper atmosphere and ionosphere. Super Dual Auroral Radar Network
(SuperDARN) is an international network of such radars located at high- and middle-latitude regions in
the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. A major criterion of the HF coherent radar technique entails
that the HF waves propagate orthogonal to the geomagnetic field lines (aspect angle ≤1◦) in the
ionospheric irregularity region from where backscatter originates. In this paper we present an HF ray
tracing simulation of the performance of three proposed equatorial HF radar systems for the African
equatorial sector. We use a number of realistic average ionospheres deduced from the International
Reference Ionosphere (IRI) 2012 model and magnetic field geometries from the International
Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) to determine likely propagation paths and orthogonality conditions
for such radar systems. The east-west azimuth (∼25◦ range) has a significant likelihood of achieving a
SuperDARN-type backscatter in the African equatorial sector, mainly due to the prevailing magnetic field
geometry. This analysis provides a feasibility study for developing a SuperDARN-like radar for studying the
equatorial ionosphere over the African longitude sector, for example, in determining the technical radar
characteristics such as preferable operating frequencies, antenna boresight orientation, and azimuth
coverage and provides a simulation of the expected localization of radar backscatter as a function of radar
location and beam direction, as well as the time of day, season, and sunspot number.

1. Introduction
The high-frequency (HF) coherent radars have in recent years become a dominant instrument for studying
the formation, evolution, and convection of magnetic field-aligned ionospheric electron density irregulari-
ties. The irregularities drift at the E×B velocity in the F region ionosphere making it possible to measure the
ionospheric plasma convection from the motion of irregularities in this region. Operating the radar at this
frequency band, typically between 8 and 14 MHz, allows the radio waves to become sufficiently refracted
by the ionosphere such that their wave vectors are oriented orthogonal to geomagnetic field lines, which
are near-vertical at high latitude (Greenwald et al., 2017). Consequently, coherent backscatter from the
transmitted signals due to the field-aligned decameter-scale ionospheric plasma irregularities are generated
(e.g., Chisham et al., 2007). Such backscatter due to plasma density irregularities at E and F regions is
commonly known as ionospheric scatter.

A multitude of scientific results and understanding of the characteristics and structure of the terrestrial
plasma environment have been achieved through organized ground-based HF radar techniques, such as the
Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) (Chisham et al., 2007; Greenwald et al., 1995; Nishitani
et al., 2019). The SuperDARN radars, apart from observing ionospheric scatter, also see backscatter from the
ground, known as ground scatter, and from other sources such as meteor trail echoes and the sea (Ribeiro
et al., 2011). Such ground scatter is due to rays reflecting from the ionosphere back to the Earth's surface.
The capability of distinguishing ionospheric scatter from such ground scatter in existing SuperDARN data
remains a work in progress. For example, Ribeiro et al. (2011) described an improved technique for iden-
tifying ground scatter and ionospheric scatter in midlatitude SuperDARN data. Such research is outside
the scope of the present study. Likewise, a major difficulty encountered prior to SuperDARN and other
ground-based radars used for studying ionospheric plasma irregularities was the determination of the ray-
paths of HF waves, which are strongly influenced by the ionosphere (Villain et al., 1984). This difficulty
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meant that it was hard to precisely interpret the geolocation of the of the backscattered signals. In this regard,
significant successes have been accomplished in rectifying and enhancing the geolocation accuracy of HF
radar backscatter through application of ray tracing modeling of HF propagation through realistic iono-
spheres using modeled and measured data and combinations of the two (e.g., André et al., 1997; Chisham
et al., 2008; Yeoman et al., 2001, 2008). However, a completely accurate way of determining backscatter
geolocation is yet to be achieved.

The SuperDARN project was originally initiated to study the high-latitude ionosphere (Chisham et al., 2007;
Greenwald et al., 1995), which implies that many existing studies on HF radar applications for ionospheric
research are concentrated on the high latitudes, and more recently the midlatitudes (Nishitani et al., 2019).
However, there were a few studies over the African ionospheric latitude sector using coherent HF zenithal
radar (e.g., Blanc & Houngninou, 1998; Blanc et al., 1996; Farges et al., 1999) and oblique HF radar (e.g.,
Hanuise & Crochet, 1978) techniques for measuring and studying electron density irregularities. These early
studies focused mainly on studying the electrodynamics of the equatorial electrojet (EEJ) using HF radar
experiments conducted in Africa (e.g., Hanuise & Crochet, 1977, 1979, 1981a, 1981b). It is important to
emphasize here that HF radar measurements have been successfully applied in studying other terrestrial
magnetosphere-ionosphere physical processes (Chisham et al., 2007). Many of these attempts at studying the
ionosphere over the African equatorial latitude region using HF radar systems were largely short-lived scien-
tific campaigns such as the International Equatorial Electrojet Year between 1993 and 1994. The implication
of this is that the ensuing analyses in these studies may be limited in providing a broader understanding of,
for example, the long-term structure and evolution of the irregularities.

Recently, Lawal et al. (2018) made a proposition for using SuperDARN-like HF radar techniques in studying
the African low-latitude equatorial ionosphere. They suggested that establishing such a scientific project
will lead to enhanced understanding of complex electrodynamics and physical processes such as the EEJ,
predominant in this region, which are yet to be fully understood. The societal benefits from the enhanced
scientific understanding, which such a project would provide are ever increasing in today's world. For exam-
ple, critical infrastructure like power grids and Global Navigation Satellite System are impacted on by the
space weather processes partly resulting from the near-Earth terrestrial plasma dynamics.

Interestingly, the SuperDARN topographical outlook has been expanding in recent times, covering more of
the midlatitude ionosphere and moving toward the low-latitude ionosphere (Greenwald et al., 2017; Nishi-
tani et al., 2019; Ribeiro et al., 2012). Extending it to the equatorial region, especially the African latitude
sector that has remained virtually unstudied using a SuperDARN-like technique, will expand its usability
and lead to an all-encompassing global ionospheric plasma convection map, studying related magneto-
spheric and ionospheric phenomena and enhanced understanding of the electrodynamics predominant in
the equatorial ionosphere.

The SuperDARN radars rely on the perpendicularity of magnetic field-aligned irregularities with the HF
radar wave vectors to provide measurements. Determining the possible spatial distribution where the
orthogonality requirement of the SuperDARN radar technique can be achieved is a major step toward the
realization of the scientific objectives espoused in Lawal et al. (2018). A ray tracing simulation can be applied
in determining bespoke SuperDARN-like radar operating requirements over equatorial latitudes and also
for a broader understanding of the behavior of HF electromagnetic wave propagation through a realistic
equatorial ionosphere. Such ray tracing programs have been extensively applied for determining the prob-
able locations that orthogonality between the HF radar wave vector and the geomagnetic field that can be
realized under various ionospheric conditions at high latitude (e.g., Villain et al., 1984) and midlatitude
(e.g., Nishitani & Ogawa, 2005). For example, prior to the development of Hokkaido SuperDARN radar
at a midlatitude location (Nishitani et al., 2019), a ray tracing simulation similar to the present study was
performed in order to identify possible ionospheric backscatter areas at midlatitude (Nishitani & Ogawa,
2005). This study showed that the distributions of possible areas of achieving ionospheric backscatter dif-
fer depending on the local time and geomagnetic activity. Given that the terrestrial magnetic field geometry
varies enormously in latitude, the existing high-latitude analysis cannot predict system performance at the
equatorial latitudes.

In this study, we present an HF ray tracing simulation using a modified version of the algorithm devel-
oped by Jones and Stephenson (1975) using realistic equatorial ionospheric parameters deduced from the
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International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) 2012 model. This analysis is devoted more on characterizing pos-
sible areas of ionospheric backscatter for typical SuperDARN radars at African equatorial latitude. However,
a section of the study provides a brief analysis of possible locations of ground scatter for such equatorial
region. In addition, this analysis will provide a feasibility study for developing a SuperDARN-like radar for
studying the equatorial ionosphere over the African latitude sector. For example, in determining technical
radar characteristics such as preferable operating frequency and antenna boresight azimuths with optimal
chances of achieving SuperDARN-type backscatter over the region. Here, section 2 describes the ray tracing
procedure and the ionospheric models employed. It also covers in detail the method adopted for this study.
Section 3 presents the results from the study, including a detailed analysis of the occurrence, elevation angle,
and localization of simulated radar backscatter as a function of the radar beam azimuth. Subsequently, the
implications of the results and ensuing design recommendations are discussed in section 4.

Many HF ray tracing studies involve examining observed measurements by existing HF radars with ray
tracing modeling. Unfortunately, there are no currently existing SuperDARN-like radars at the locations
selected for the present analysis. As such, the interpretations of results in this paper will be compared
with previous related studies, many of which are for the high- and middle-latitude ionosphere. Also, the
results presented here represent average expected radar performance under a variety of ionospheric condi-
tions. Only a limited set of ionospheric conditions have been studied here; thus, the observations provided
here will be subjected to further validation when SuperDARN-like radar measurements over this region
become available.

2. Ray Tracing Simulation
In order to predict the spatial region and combinations of radar operating parameters, such as frequency,
with backscattering potential for a SuperDARN-like radar in the equatorial latitude, we have performed ray
tracing simulations using representative ionopheric electron density profiles inferred from the IRI model.

2.1. Ionospheric Models
The ionospheric electron density profiles used in this study have been deduced from the IRI 2012 model
using the NeQuick option for the topside electron density (e.g., Bilitza et al., 2014). The ionosphere is a con-
tinuously changing region of the terrestrial atmosphere due to photoionization and recombination mainly
dictated by extreme ultraviolet rays from the Sun. As such, carrying out ray tracing modeling for this contin-
uously varying region can best be done by producing an averaged profile that encapsulates the ionospheric
electron density at the geographic location being studied.

A similar ray tracing simulation by de Larquier et al. (2011) based on the IRI ionospheric electron density
profile for a midlatitude ionosphere has shown good correlation for ground scatter during a geomagneti-
cally quiet period. However, correlating radar measurements of ionospheric scatter with ray tracing are more
problematic given that a typical ray tracing model assumes uniform distribution of ionospheric irregulari-
ties. As such, it only predicts possible scatter distributions but cannot account for the presence or absence of
the irregularities essential to observe ionospheric scatter (de Larquier et al., 2013). Nonetheless, de Larquier
et al. (2013) demonstrated that for a midlatitude ionosphere the intrinsic uncertainties in the IRI model
have insignificant effect on the modeled ionospheric backscatter. The IRI is an empirical model, as such
it performs better at midlatitude with a large available database than, for example, the African equatorial
latitude sector with a relatively sparse database (Bilitza et al., 2014). However, previous ionospheric stud-
ies have shown that the IRI 2012 model data for the equatorial ionosphere of the African longitude sector
have a good correlation with measured data. For example, Tariku (2015) showed that the IRI-2012 model
with the NeQuick topside option was generally good in estimating the total electron content derived from
GPS measurements.

A double alpha-Chapman model has been fitted with the IRI model for different diurnal, seasonal, and solar
cycle periods in order to create broadly representative ionospheric conditions. The analysis (not shown here)
did not indicate any clear dissimilarity at the three locations used for this study (see Table 1 and Figure 1).
On the other hand, the F2 layer critical frequencies are higher during solar maximum year (2014) than the
solar minimum year (2009) and during the local afternoon than at the local midnight and morning. These
variations are nothing new as they are primarily controlled by ionization and recombination of electrons.
Considering that seasonal variability and the variability at the three simulated radar locations are not signif-
icant, the ionospheric profiles shown in Table 2, representing the general trends of peaks and troughs were
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Table 1
Simulated Radar Locations

Country Place Geographic coordinate Label
Sierra Leone Njala University 7.93◦N, 11.76◦W Bo Njala radar
Nigeria University of Port Harcourt 4.89◦N, 6.92◦E Port Harcourt radar
Ethiopia Bahir Dar University 11.55◦N, 37.36◦E Bahir Dar radar

selected and used in the present study regardless of the geographic location differences of the simulated
radars. The ionospheric profiles shown in the Table 2, include critical frequency of F layer (𝑓oF2), height
of maximum of F layer (hmF2), scale height of F layer (hF2), critical frequency of E layer (𝑓oE), height of
maximum of E layer (hmE), and scale height of E layer (hE) parameters for varying diurnal and solar activity
periods. In our ray tracing analysis, these ionospheric profiles represent a horizontally uniform ionosphere
and there is no magnetic field. They are designated as ionospheric profile (A–H) in the subsequent analysis
and discussions.

Figure 1. Map showing the Earth's magnetic (a) inclination (I) and (b) declination (D) over the locations and fields of
view (FOVs) of the simulated radars. Each side of the FOV ranges 3,000 km from the radar location. The Earth's
magnetic field is derived from IGRF model (Thébault et al., 2015).
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Table 2
Characteristics of Ionospheric Density Profiles

Profile Interval/solar activity F region (Chapman layer) E region (Chapman layer)
A 0 LT-minimum 𝑓oF2 = 3.9 MHz, hmF2 = 291 km, hF2 = 56 km 𝑓oE = 0.49 MHz, hmE = 110 km, hE = 10 km
B 6 LT-minimum 𝑓oF2 = 5.7 MHz, hmF2 = 290 km, hF2 = 60 km 𝑓oE = 2.68 MHz, hmE = 110 km, hE = 10 km
C 12 LT-minimum 𝑓oF2 = 8.2 MHz, hmF2 = 320 km, hF2 = 55 km 𝑓oE = 2.77 MHz, hmE = 110 km, hE = 10 km
D 18 LT-minimum 𝑓oF2 = 6.7 MHz, hmF2 = 308 km, hF2 = 57 km 𝑓oE = 1.45 MHz, hmE = 110 km, hE = 10 km
E 0 LT-maximum 𝑓oF2 = 7.0 MHz, hmF2 = 358 km, hF2 = 57 km 𝑓oE = 0.55 MHz, hmE = 110 km, hE = 10 km
F 6 LT-maximum 𝑓oF2 = 8.6 MHz, hmF2 = 360 km, hF2 = 60 km 𝑓oE = 3.30 MHz, hmE = 110 km, hE = 10 km
G 12 LT-maximum 𝑓oF2 = 10.8 MHz, hmF2 = 388 km, hF2 = 53 km 𝑓oE = 3.20 MHz, hmE = 110 km, hE = 10 km
H 18 LT-maximum 𝑓oF2 = 9.0 MHz, hmF2 = 376 km, hF2 = 50 km 𝑓oE = 1.30 MHz, hmE = 110 km, hE = 10 km

The simulated radar locations (Table 1) are selected to provide a broad coverage of the equatorial iono-
sphere over the African longitude sector. Also, we consider locations such as university campuses as feasible
locations for siting a SuperDARN-style radar in Africa.

2.2. Description of Methods
This study employed the three-dimensional (3-D) ray tracing model developed by Jones and Stephenson

Figure 2. Schematic diagram illustrating ray propagation path traversing
the ionosphere. The solid curve is a realistic path, and the dashed line is the
line-of-sight path, h and hv represent the physical and virtual altitudes,
respectively. The angle between HF wave vector k and vector of
geomagnetic field B is 𝛺, such that the orthogonality angle,
𝛼 = mod(90◦ - 𝛺), while 𝛿 is the elevation angle, r is the slant range along
the propagation path, RE is the radius of the Earth, and B is the
geomagnetic field (After:de Larquier et al., 2013).

(1975). Realistic ionospheric electron densities profiles inferred from the
IRI-2012 model (e.g., Bilitza et al., 2014) and the latest International Geo-
magnetic Reference Field (IGRF-12) (Thébault et al., 2015) are coupled
with the ray tracing model. In this case, the IRI is used to calculate the
refractive index using the noncollisional transverse Appleton-Hartree for-
mula as a function of electron density and frequency (Davies, 1990). The
refraction that a ray encounters as it propagates through the ionosphere
is a determining factor of the locations where the ray has the potential
of achieving orthogonality with the Earth's magnetic field. The orthog-
onality angle, 𝛼 = mod(90◦ − 𝛺), where 𝛺 is the angle between the
HF wave vector k and the magnetic field vectors B. This, in the case
of HF SuperDARN radars, represents the region where backscatter from
electron density irregularities maybe observed as illustrated in Figure 2.
The values of 𝛼, with the criterion being that 𝛼 ≤ 1◦, are used to pre-
dict the spatial distribution of potential regions where backscatter can
be achieved and such scattering regions are further analyzed based on
predicted elevation angle, altitude, and ground range.

We employed eight different ionospheric models (A–H) as presented in
Table 2. These profiles include the E and F2 Chapman layers with asso-
ciated scale heights (hF2 and hE). The derived critical plasma frequency
is between 3.9 and 10.8 MHz for the F2 region (𝑓oF2) and between 0.5
and 3.3 MHz for the E region (𝑓oE). For each of the ionospheric pro-
files, we performed ray tracings using multiple transmit frequencies (12,
16, 20, and 24 MHz) and elevation angles between 1◦ and 90◦ in steps
of 0.1◦. Although existing SuperDARN radars mainly operate from 8 to
20 MHz, here, we have selected 12, 16, 20, and 24 MHz transmit fre-
quencies because they represent a set of uniform workable frequencies
for all the ionospheric conditions used in this study. For example, a ray
tracing simulation using 8 MHz as shown in Figure 3 (top panel), rea-
sonably achieved orthogonality for Profile A, which is a weak ionosphere
with a low 𝑓oF2. In Figure 3 (middle panel) for Ionospheric Profile D
with medium 𝑓oF2, there is a possibility of ionospheric scatter with good
orthogonality but it can been seen that it is collocated with densely spaced
one, two, and three hop ground scatter from ∼500–2,000 km ground
range, and it is likely that the ground scatter will be more powerful (Milan
et al., 1997) and dominate the measurements, preventing the collection of
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Figure 3. Ray tracing for simulated HF radars at Bo Njala location from an azimuth of 90◦ measured from North
geographic coordinate at 8 MHz frequency and with elevation angle rays from 0◦ to 90◦. The color codes represent
perpendicularity ≤10◦ between wave vector and the geomagnetic field. Plot derived using the Ionospheric Profiles A,
D, and C parameters as shown in the top, middle, and bottom panels, respectively.

useful ionospheric scatter. In the event that the ionospheric critical frequency exceeds the radar transmit fre-
quency, multiple reflections occur, and the radar field of view (FOV) is saturated with ground scatter, making
the detection of ionospheric backscatter unlikely. This is illustrated in Figure 3 (bottom panel) for Iono-
spheric Profile C (at noon with medium 𝑓oF2) where a lot of reflections occur when the critical frequency of
ionosphere is greater than the transmit frequency, which leads to a significant occurrence of ground scatter
due to multiple hop propagation. Such profiles with medium and high 𝑓oF2 are more typical of the profiles
(see Table 2) employed in this study as deduced from the IRI model. It is not unexpected given that 𝑓oF2
is usually large at equatorial latitude. A single antenna array cannot cover 8–24 MHz with an acceptable
beam pattern, as a result, a frequency range of 12–24 MHz is optimal for the equatorial region, rather than
8–20 MHz typical of higher-latitude SuperDARN radars and this frequency range is explored here.

Furthermore, collisions are ignored in the simulation since they mainly result in wave absorption. As such,
transmitted rays follow trajectories influenced primarily by the gradients of the ionospheric electron den-
sity. This influence of the ionosphere is greater on the horizontally inclined rays than the vertically inclined
rays. The orthogonality between the ray vector and the Earth's magnetic field is then deduced from the IGRF
model. Given that the SuperDARN radars produce backscatter where the wave vector and geomagnetic field
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Figure 4. Ray tracing for simulated HF radars at Bo Njala (a), Port Harcourt (b), and Bahir Dar (c) locations, from an
azimuth of 90◦ measured from North geographic coordinate at 12 MHz frequency and with elevation angle rays from
0◦ to 90◦. The color codes represent perpendicularity ≤10◦ between wave vector and the geomagnetic field. Plot
derived using the Ionospheric Profile C parameters.

are orthogonal, the points on the simulated ray trajectory where 𝛼 ≤ 1◦ are selected with accompanying
latitude, longitude, altitude, group path, elevation angle, and ground range parameters. The regions that
meet these criteria are commonly referred to as simulated radar backscatter or backscatter in the following
analysis. In some of the analyses where there is need for spatial visualization, the orthogonality scales are
expanded to 𝛼 ≤ 10◦ to allow easy illustration of variability but with emphasis placed on where 𝛼 ≤ 1◦.
The ray points are binned in group path in steps of 1 km, and the projected angle is calculated using spher-
ical trigonometry with the maximum horizontal range and altitude of raypaths set at 2,500 and 500 km,
respectively.

3. Analysis
Figure 4 shows the results of ray tracing for one example simulation derived using Profile C at noon with
medium 𝑓oF2 ionospheric parameters (see Table 2), an azimuth of 90◦ from geographic North and a 12 MHz
transmit frequency and at the three different equatorial locations. Panels (a)–(c) represent Bo Njala, Port
Harcourt, and Bahir Dar radars, respectively. The altitude above the ground and ground range both in kilo-
meters are plotted along the 𝑦 axis and x axis, respectively, while the color coding represents the variation
in regions of perpendicularity 𝛼 ≤ 10◦ to the Earth's magnetic field across 1◦ to 90◦ elevation angles. The
orthogonality is calculated for 0.1◦ steps of elevation angle, while the rays are shown at 1◦ steps, for clarity.

As shown in Figure 4, at Bo Njala (top panel), there is more backscatter predicted from vertically inclined
rays (∼44–75◦) as indicated in red regions than from lower elevation angles. The regions with orthogonal-
ity (deep red) are pronounced at altitudes above 100 km, spreading out at 200 km, the bottom side F region
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ionosphere, and above 300 km. At lower elevation angles, orthogonality is achieved up to 2,000 km ground
range. Also, a curved region that is depleted of orthogonality (𝛼 ≤ 5◦) is apparent at about 350 km ground
range and 300 km altitude, spreading out to 1,200 km in range. This depleted region coincides with the
F region Pedersen rays from waves with elevation angles between 38◦ and 41◦. Features of Pedersen rays,
which represent rays that are at the limit between reflection off and penetration into the ionosphere, appear
between 9◦ and 11◦ for the E region. In addition, propagation from lower elevation angles produces patches
of backscatter below the F region Pedersen rays at ground ranges between 1,200 and 1,800 km. These patches
arise due to rays between 1◦ and 38◦ reflecting off the ground at one hop ≈950 km and two hop ≈1,850 km
then radiating back to the ionosphere from where they achieve orthogonality. Therefore, at Bo Njala, regions
that meet the orthogonality condition (𝛼 ≤ 1◦) vary with the propagation angle. The locations where orthog-
onality seemed to be achieved at Bo Njala is corroborated by the Earth's magnetic field geometry shown in
Figure 1. Here, Bo Njala lies almost under the magnetic equator with a near horizontal magnetic inclination
angle of its FOV, while the magnetic declination tilts to the west compared to at high latitude of the same
longitude where it is almost 0◦. Note here that the orthogonality associated with the near-vertical rays is pre-
dominantly due to Earth's magnetic field geometries rather than the influence of the ionospheric electron
density gradients.

At Port Harcourt (Figure 4, middle panel), vertically oriented rays above 45◦ elevation are depleted of
backscatter. The lower elevation rays (∼1–45◦) have more backscatter compared to Bo Njala where verti-
cal rays produced more backscatter than the oblique rays. Regions where orthogonality are achieved can be
seen from 50 to 400 km altitude, covering both the E and F region ionosphere, which is different from Bo
Njala, which had little orthogonality below 100 km altitude. Moreover, regions with orthogonality (𝛼 ≤ 1◦)
appear from ground ranges of ≈250 km away from the radar to 2,000 km maximum range. These features are
slightly different from Bo Njala where propagation from near-vertical rays achieved orthogonality at ground
ranges closer to the radar. Also, features of Pedersen rays from elevation angles between 39◦ and 41◦ for F
region and 9◦ and 11◦ for E region are noticeable but with a smaller curved region depleted of orthogonality
(𝛼 ≤ 5◦) compared to Bo Njala. Similar to Bo Njala, there are also patches of backscatter from rays reflecting
off the ground back to the ionosphere where they achieve orthogonality.

Figure 4 (bottom panel), representing Bahir Dar radar is similar to Port Harcourt radar in terms of structure
of regions where orthogonality are achieved apart from having improved orthogonality. There is no curved
region depleted of orthogonality (𝛼 ≤ 5◦) at Bahir Dar. Both Port Harcourt and Bahir Dar radars, as shown
from the Earth's magnetic field geometry (Figure 1), have almost horizontal magnetic inclination, except
that Port Harcourt radar is north of the equator, while Bahir Dar is south. Therefore, despite the same iono-
spheric profile (C at noon with medium 𝑓oF2), propagation azimuth and transmit frequency being used for
the ray tracing in Figure 4, it can bee seen that radar performance, in terms of where orthogonality with
values (𝛼 ≤ 1◦) are achieved, varies across the three different locations. The distribution of possible ground
and ionospheric scatter at three equatorial locations in Figure 4 is quite typical of high- and mid-latitude
SuperDARN radar data (e.g., de Larquier et al., 2013; Milan et al., 1997).

In the preceding analysis, we have demonstrated that the likelihood of achieving orthogonality will vary at
the three different geographic locations. In other words, the potential of achieving orthogonality, which in
practical terms translates to SuperDARN-type backscatter, will vary not only with radar locations but also
with ionospheric electron density gradient, radar propagation azimuth, and operating frequency. The ray
tracing simulation in Figure 5 demonstrates the variation in radar performance as a result of different iono-
spheric conditions (different times of day). Figure 5 is the same azimuth as in Figure 4, but the location, Bo
Njala, and 12 MHz transmit frequency are the same across the three panels, indicating from top to bottom,
the A, F, and H ionospheric profiles, respectively (see Table 2). Profile A (top panel), a typical 00 LT solar min-
imum equatorial ionosphere, shows more backscatter from vertically inclined rays (∼44–75◦) than at lower
elevation angles, which is similar to the ray tracing simulation in Figure 4 (top panel) derived from Profile
C at noon with medium 𝑓oF2. Orthogonality (𝛼 ≤ 1◦) from these vertical rays, is concentrated nearer to the
radar, not detectable beyond 500 km ground range. From lower elevation rays, the curved region depleted
of orthogonality (𝛼 ≤ 5◦) emanates further in ground range at ≈600 km from the simulated radar. Due to
poor orthogonality for Ionospheric Profile A at midnight with low 𝑓oF2, only a half hop propagation after
2,000 km ground range is possible. In contrast, there is more backscatter in Profiles F (middle panel) and
H (bottom panel) of Figure 5, representing typical 06 and 18 LT solar maximum ionospheres, respectively.
Both panels show similar one and a half hop propagation to the simulation for Bo Njala in Figure 4 (top
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 4 except that it is for Bo Njala location only and the Ionospheric Profiles A, F, and H
parameters are used as shown in the top, middle, and bottom panels, respectively.

panel). Except that for Profile F, the patches of backscatter from rays reflecting off the ground to the iono-
sphere appear further out from the radar location at half hop ≈1,000 km and one and a half hop ≈ 1,950 km
ground range. While for Profile H, the patches of backscatter appear closer to the simulated radar location
at half hop ≈ 900 km and one and a half hop ≈ 1,750 km ground range compared to Profile C in Figure 4
(top panel). The marked differences in where the half hop and one and a half hop reflect off the ground may
be controlled by the E region critical frequency (𝑓oE). In this case, Profile H has a lower 𝑓oE value than
Profiles F and C (Figure 4, top panel).

Figure 6 is similar to Figure 4 (top panel) except that here the transmit frequencies are, from the top to
bottom panels, 12, 16, 20, and 24 MHz, respectively. The curved region, depleted of orthogonality (𝛼 ≤ 5◦),
tends to diminish with increasing frequency. This indicates that at higher transmit frequency, rays penetrate
the ionosphere more and, as such, achieve orthogonality. But at lower transmit frequency, lower elevation
rays are susceptible to both reflection and refraction, resulting to more orthogonality especially at lower
altitudes.

Figures 4–6 clearly show that the possibility of achieving backscatter for azimuth 90◦ (east-west propaga-
tion) in the equatorial latitude will vary at different locations due to deviation of the Earth's magnetic field
across radar FOV. The possibility of achieving backscatter will also be determined by the predominant iono-
spheric conditions and transmit frequency along with other controlling factors. As such, to determine the
combinations of these radar operating parameters where achieving backscatter in a SuperDARN scenario
is most feasible, we performed similar ray tracing simulations for all the possible azimuths. Backscatter
observed by a SuperDARN-type radar as earlier noted is classified mainly as the ionospheric scatter, which
is the main consideration of this study, and the ground scatter. In subsequent sections, we briefly consider
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 4 except that it is for Bo Njala location only and the transmitted frequencies are 12, 16, 20,
and 24 MHz as shown in first, second, third and, fourth rows from top, respectively.

ground scatter then report the results of the analysis for these controlling factors in respect of the likelihood
of achieving orthogonality for ionospheric scatter.

3.1. Ground Scatter Evaluation
The primary observations of the existing SuperDARN radars are ionospheric and ground scatter (Chisham
et al., 2007; Nishitani et al., 2019; Ribeiro et al., 2011). Ground scatter as earlier mentioned is due to backscat-
tering from the Earth's surface. Here, we consider the ranges where ground scatter features are likely to be
observed. Such ground scatter features with respect to present ray tracing analysis are a function of the iono-
spheric model and transmit frequency but independent of the radar location. As such, the Bo Njala location
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Figure 7. Ground scatter evaluation as a function of ground range and elevation angle for transmit frequency of
12 MHz (top panel) and 16 MHz (bottom panel) using the Ionospheric Profile C (at noon with medium 𝑓oF2) for the
Bo Njala simulated radar.

out of the three locations used in this study (see Table 1) has been employed for this aspect of ground scatter
evaluation.

Figure 7 examines the distribution of simulated ground scatter occurrence as a function of ground range
and elevation angles for the same conditions in Figure 6. As seen in Figure 6, the two higher frequencies
(20 and 24 MHz) in third and fourth rows have either no ground scatter at less than 2,000 km (24 MHz) or
just achieve sufficient refraction for ground scatter very close to 2,000 km (20 MHz). Therefore, Figure 7 just
looks at the lower two frequencies (12 and 16 MHz) in first and second rows of Figure 6, where reflected rays
have reached the ground within a ground range of 2,000 km. Here, the ground range and elevation angle
information has been collected for ray points where the altitude of a raypath reaches 0 after it has reflected
from the ionosphere.

Figure 7 (top panel) shows elevation angle versus ground range for ground scatter from the transmit fre-
quency of 12 MHz and ionosphere in Figure 6 (first row). The one hop ground scatter propagation in Figure 6
(first row) can be seen in Figure 7 (top panel) to produce one hop ground scatter from the skip distance at
1,000 km, 30◦ elevation angle out to 2,000 km at close to 0◦ elevation angle. Also, a two hop ground scatter
propagation from 27–40◦ can be seen at ranges of about 1,800–2,000 km. Figure 7 (bottom panel) provides
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Figure 8. Spatial distribution of regions with perpendicularity, 𝛼 (color coded) between radar wave vector and the Earth's magnetic field within 10◦. Plots
derived from the Ionospheric Profile A (00 LT solar min) parameters, looking through 1–360◦ azimuths for transmit frequencies of 12 MHz (first column),
16 MHz (second column), 20 MHz (third column), and 24 MHz (fourth column). Rays propagate from the elevation angles of 1◦ to 90◦. The rows a, b, and c
represent Bo Njala, Port Harcourt, and Bahir Dar locations, respectively.

a similar analysis for transmit frequency 16 MHz, as shown in Figure 6 (second row). At 16 MHz, just one
hop ground scatter propagation is produced from the skip distance at 1,500 km, ∼25◦ elevation angle out
to 2,000 km at close to ∼7◦ elevation angle. The rays of larger elevation angles generate ground scatter at
shorter ground range at both 12 and 16 MHz transmit frequency. Comparing the possible distribution of
ground scatter described here with Figure 3 (bottom panel) indicates that for stronger ionospheres and lower
transmit frequencies, we would expect ground scatter to dominate, hence our choice of 12–24 MHz for the
equatorial radar.

3.2. Azimuth Distribution of Simulated Backscatter
We have performed ray tracing as demonstrated in section 3 between 1◦ and 360◦ azimuth for 12, 16, 20,
and 24 MHz radar operating frequency at each radar location. The ray tracing for each azimuth scanned
through the elevation angles between 1◦ and 90◦ at 0.1◦ steps. The calculated performance characteristics,
comprising orthogonality values with their latitude, longitude, group path, ground range, and altitude, were
stored for each transmit frequency, simulated radar and ionospheric profile. The data were then binned by
orthogonality (𝛼 ≤ 10◦), with emphasis on the regions where 𝛼 ≤ 1◦ in ensuing analysis as before. The
altitude range is set between 100 and 500 km, a region that encapsulates the E and F region ionosphere,
while the maximum range from the simulated radar location is set at 2,500 km. Uncertainties associated with
the raypath and the regions indicated as perpendicular with the geomagnetic field increase with increasing
ground range. So results obtained further from 2,500 km are harder to simulate accurately, although radar
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 8 but using Ionospheric Profile C (12 LT solar min) parameters.

backscatter is still expected from further ranges. The binned data are then gridded in steps of 1◦ of latitude
and longitude. In each grid, the minimum value of orthogonality is selected and the resulting data for the
grids presented in geographic stereographic coordinates in Figure 8, where radar ranges of 1,000, 2,000, and
3,000 km from the simulated radar site are marked with concentric circles (corresponding to typical ground
distances in Figures 4–6, and radar azimuth is indicated radially from the radar site every 15◦. The minimum
value of orthogonality recorded in each latitude-longitude cell is color coded with deep red indicating regions
where 𝛼 ≤ 1◦, which is synonymous with where there is a maximum likelihood of achieving backscatter
in a SuperDARN radar. The top, middle, and bottom rows represent the Bo Njala, Port Harcourt, and Bahir
Dar simulated radars, respectively, while the first, second, third, and fourth columns represent 12, 16, 20,
and 24 MHz radar operating frequencies. Figures 8 and 9 are derived using Ionospheric Profiles A and C,
respectively, and the same procedure has been replicated for all the ionospheric profiles.

As seen in Figure 8, the pronounced regions with simulated backscatter in each simulation are predom-
inantly within the east-west azimuthal direction depicting a “bow-tie” shape. In Figure 8 (top panels),
representing Bo Njala radar, the region with good orthogonality in 12, 16, 20, and 24 MHz radar operating
frequencies spreads across all radar ranges from close to the radar out to ≈2,500 km between radar azimuth
of 75–100◦ in the eastward direction and 235–260◦ in westward axis. Here, the azimuthal extent with good
orthogonality is ∼25◦ in both eastward and westward direction. The sloped “bow-tie” feature is linked to the
geometry of the Earth's magnetic field over the Bo Njala FOV (see Figure 1).

The spatial distribution of backscatter for the Port Harcourt radar (Figure 8, row b) follows similar pattern to
Bo Njala, except that the azimuthal band in each of the transmit frequency covers 80–105◦ in the eastward
direction, which is ∼25◦ wide and correspondingly is 230–270◦ in the westward direction. At Port Harcourt,
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the azimuthal extent with good orthogonality in the westward direction broadened with increasing radar
ranges, covering more northward and southward azimuths than at Bo Njala. The “bow-tie” configuration
tilts horizontally, spreading out in a curve southward especially at 16, 20, and 24 MHz transmit frequencies.
This feature is also due to the geometry of the Earth's magnetic field over Port Harcourt FOV as exemplified
in Figure 1. On the other hand, the simulation of spatial distribution for the Bahir Dar radar, as seen in
Figure 8 (bottom panels), is similar to Bo Njala and Port Harcourt radars. Here the radar azimuth covers
70–95◦ eastward and 255–285◦ westward, which represents ∼25◦ and ∼30◦ azimuthal coverage in eastward
and westward direction respectively. The “bow-tie” feature shifts northward, spreading further away from
the simulated radar site in a curve shape in all the four transmit frequencies as a result of the geomagnetic
field alignment.

Figure 9 is similar to Figure 8 but for the Ionospheric Profile C at noon with medium 𝑓oF2. Figure 9 (top
panels), shows the simulation for Bo Njala at transmit frequencies of 12, 16, 20, and 24 MHz. Simulated
backscatter distribution for Profile C, Bo Njala, similar to Profile A at midnight with low 𝑓oF2, depicts a
“bow-tie” covering all radar ranges from the radar location out to ≈2,500 km between radar azimuth of
75–100◦ to the east and 235–260◦ to the west. Also, we see a band of orthogonality at a distance of ∼2,200 km
radar range for all radar azimuthal angle, but with a better orthogonality in the southward axis. This orthog-
onality band is seen at 12, 16, 20, and 24 MHz transmit frequencies. Such band of orthogonality at∼2,200 km
away from the simulated radar position might not be precise given that ray tracing simulations perform bet-
ter at close ranges. The altitude where this band of orthogonality originates is much higher at a 24 MHz
transmit frequency than at 12 MHz.

Azimuthal geographic distribution of orthogonality for Port Harcourt simulated radar (Ionospheric Profile
C at noon with medium 𝑓oF2) shown in the second row of Figure 9 is similar to the Bo Njala radar. Here,
we see a similar “bow-tie” characteristics covering all radar ranges from close to the radar out to ≈2,500 km
between radar azimuth of 75–105◦ and 225–275◦ in the eastward and westward direction, respectively. Also,
the band of orthogonality (𝛼 ≤ 1◦) appears at distance of ∼1,500 and ∼2,200 km, more in the south azimuth
than in the north azimuth. This band of orthogonality as noted earlier, originates from high altitude.

Bahir Dar simulated radar for Profile C (see Figure 9, bottom panels) follows the same pattern of azimuthal
geographic distribution of orthogonality as Port Harcourt and Bo Njala radars. However, the “bow-tie”
feature of Bahir Dar radar covers radar azimuth of 70–95◦ in the eastward direction and 255–285◦ in the
westward direction, while its band of orthogonality appears at a distance of ∼2,200 km for azimuthal angles
to the north. Similar to Port Harcourt and Bo Njala simulated radars, Bahir Dar radar shows ∼25◦ azimuthal
extent with good orthogonality in the east-west direction.

The signature of Earth's magnetic field geometry is apparent in the azimuthal spatial distribution as shown
in Figure 9 across the FOV of the three simulated radars. The magnetic field inclination (see Figure 1) is
southward at Bo Njala and Port Harcourt but northward at Bahir Dar. Likewise, the slight east-west distortion
seen in Bo Njala simulated backscatter distribution also corresponds with the shape of magnetic declination
over the Bo Njala radar FOV.

3.2.1. Near-Vertical Spatial Distribution
The spatial distributions of rays propagating with elevation angles between 45◦ and 90◦ are now considered
in more detail. Figure 10 represents a zoomed-in version of Figure 9 but only for elevation angles of 𝛿 > 45◦,
where panels (a), (b), (c) are for Bo Njala, Port Harcourt, and Bahir Dar radars, respectively. The orthogo-
nality distribution at Bo Njala (at the magnetic equator) peaks vertically. In contrast, Port Harcourt (south
of the magnetic equator) peaks to the south, with Bahir Dar peaking slightly north. As previously pointed
out, the distortion of the geomagnetic field declination angle over the Bo Njala, Port Harcourt, and Bahir
Dar FOVs explains the slope in the spatial distributions between the east and west azimuths.

The spatial distribution of the near-vertical propagation is mainly governed by the geometry of the Earth's
magnetic field; as such, it is not strongly controlled by the ionospheric plasma characteristic compared with
propagation from lower elevation angles. In practice, a near-vertical ionospheric radar experiment could be
applied for studying the structure and vertical velocity of EEJ over the African equatorial region.

Simulations for the azimuthal spatial distribution for lower elevation propagation as well as the performance
of the near-vertical propagation of the other ionospheric profiles (not presented here) follow the same
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Figure 10. Spatial distribution of regions with perpendicularity (color coded) between radar wave vector and the Earth's magnetic field within 10◦. Plots
derived from the Ionospheric Profile C (12 LT solar min) parameters for near-vertical elevation angles (45–90◦), looking through 1–360◦ azimuths for transmit
frequency of 12 MHz. Panels (a), (b), and (c) represent Bo Njala, Port Harcourt, and Bahir Dar locations, respectively.

pattern as for Profile A in Figure 8 and Profile C in Figures 9 and 10. In the subsequent sections, we evaluate
the simulated radars performance as a function of elevation angle, ground range, and altitude.

3.3. Elevation Angle Distribution
The analysis of the backscatter occurrence as a function of elevation angles for all the eight representative
ionospheric profiles used in this study is presented here. The azimuth is restricted to 75–100◦, 80–105◦,
and 70–95◦ from the north geographic coordinate for Bo Njala, Port Harcourt, and Bahir Dar simulated
radars, respectively. We evaluate only the east FOVs in the subsequent analysis since the east and west
azimuthal spatial performance were very similar. For each transmit frequency (12, 16, 20, and 24 MHz), we
performed a ray tracing using the appropriate azimuths from which orthogonality has been determined.
The orthogonality values where 𝛼 ≤ 1◦ are selected and binned at altitudes between 100 and 500 km and
limited to a ground range of 2,500 km.

As shown in Figure 11, the Ionospheric Profile A (00 LT solar minimum) in the first column exhibits sim-
ilar orthogonality performances at elevation angles between 1◦ and 75◦ for the Bo Njala simulated radar.
Backscatter occurs from the horizontal elevation angles in 12, 16, 20, and 24 MHz radar frequencies. The
occurrence level of 12 MHz for Bo Njala radar is slightly better than other frequencies at elevation angle
between 1◦ and 18◦. This occurrence level is likely from a half hop scatter at high altitude as exemplified in
Figure 5a. Low elevation angles for Port Harcourt and Bahir Dar simulated radars (second and third rows of
Figure 11) performed similarly to Bo Njala, but the extent of elevation angles with orthogonality occurrence
for Port Harcourt and Bahir Dar radars is 1–50◦ and 1–68◦, respectively.

Figure 11 (second column) represents simulations for Ionospheric Profile B, a typical 06 LT solar minimum
equatorial ionosphere, at the three radar locations. Simulations for Bo Njala show enhanced backscatter
probability for 12 MHz transmit frequency from elevation angle of 10◦ and at about 4◦ for 16 MHz. Higher
frequencies follow the same trend except that backscatter occurs from 1◦ horizontal elevation angle. Also, a
rapid decrease in occurrence appears at ∼24◦ elevation angle for 12 MHz transmit frequency. This decrease
was slight for 16 MHz and starts at ∼14◦ elevation angle, while for 20 and 24 MHz this feature is not obvious.
The backscatter from more vertical elevation angles (∼45–80◦) follows the same trend regardless of the trans-
mit frequency. As stated earlier, backscatter from such elevation angles is mainly due to the geomagnetic
field orientation rather than due to the influence of refraction associated with ionospheric plasma density
distributions. The vertically aligned (45–80◦) rays propagate through the ionosphere, achieving orthogonal-
ity where ray vectors are in the orientation that allow them to achieve orthogonality as illustrated in Figure 2
and in ray tracing shown in Figures 4–6. The Port Harcourt simulated radar performance as function of ele-
vation angle is similar to Bo Njala similar except that there is no backscatter beyond ∼55◦ elevation angle,
an indication of poor performance of near-vertical elevation angles. At Bahir Dar, the elevation angles per-
formances follow the same trend as Bo Njala and Port Harcourt radars but with a poorer performance for
near-vertical elevation angles when compared to Bo Njala radar and a better performance compared to Port
Harcourt radar. There is no backscatter for Bahir Dar radar beyond ∼70◦ elevation angle.
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Figure 11. Evaluation of orthogonality (𝛼 ≤ 1◦) as a function of elevation angle for transmit frequencies 12 MHz (red), 16 MHz (blue), 20 MHz (black), and
24 MHz (green). Plots derived from the solar minimum Ionospheric Profiles A (column 1), B (column 2), C (column 3), and D (column 4) parameters, looking
through designated east-west azimuths measured from north geographic coordinate, top panels (Bo Njala, 75–100◦ azimuth), middle panels (Port Harcourt,
80–105◦ azimuth), and bottom panels (Bahir Dar, 70–95◦ azimuth).

Profile C, a 12 LT solar minimum representative equatorial ionosphere, is shown as Figure 11 (third col-
umn). Backscatter occurrence, similar to Profile B, is observed in 12 MHz frequency starting from elevation
angle of ∼10◦ and from ∼4◦ in 16 MHz, while at higher frequencies backscatter starts from horizontal ele-
vation. A slope in occurrence is noticeable at ∼24◦ elevation angle from rays transmitted at 12 MHz, which
is similar to scatter occurrence for Profile B. It then steadily increased up to 41◦ elevation angle, at which it
rapidly decreased to 10◦ elevation angle level. The slope for 16 MHz radar frequency is seen at∼24◦ elevation
angle. Simulated backscatter for near-vertical rays (∼45–80◦) follows the same trend regardless of the radar
frequency. Port Harcourt and Bahir radars follow similar elevation angle performance as Bo Njala radar,
except that there is no backscatter occurrence beyond ∼55◦ elevation angle for Port Harcourt and ∼70◦ ele-
vation angle for Bahir Dar. The obvious increase in occurrence level of Ionospheric Profile C at noon with
medium 𝑓oF2 compared with B at dawn with low 𝑓oF2 is due to the enhanced electron density associated
with 12 LT diurnal ionosphere. Thus, for Profile C, we see backscatter from the lower elevation angle half
hop E region and one and a half hop F region dominating especially for lower transmit frequencies. The
propagation resulting to this feature is illustrated in Figure 6.

The Ionospheric Profile D (18 LT solar minimum) is presented in the fourth column of Figure 11. The varia-
tion in backscatter occurrence for Profile D follows similar trends observed in Profile C at noon with medium
𝑓oF2, because they have comparable ionospheric electron density. However, backscatter occurs from the
horizontal elevation angles as seen in Profile A with the occurrence level for 12 MHz slightly better than for
other frequencies at elevation angle between ∼11◦ and 32◦. The similarity in the occurrence of backscatter
from horizontal elevation angle in Profiles A and D for rays transmitted at 12 MHz is as a result of depletion
in electron density in E region ionosphere that characterizes 00 and 18 LT typical ionospheres compared to
E region electron density enhancement of 06 and 12 LT ionospheres. A sharp fall in the level of backscatter
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Figure 12. Same as Figure 11 but using solar maximum Ionospheric Profiles E (column 1), F (column 2), G (column 3), and H (column 4) parameters.

occurrence appear at ∼32◦ elevation angle for 12 MHz and at ∼20◦ elevation angle for 16 MHz radar trans-
mit frequency. The rapid decrease in the level of backscatter occurrence that we see for rays transmitted at
12 and 16 MHz frequencies, which is similar to Profiles B and C previously discussed, may be associated
with hop propagation and Pedersen rays as seen for example in Figure 6.

In Figure 12, the evolution of orthogonality occurrence with respect to the elevation angles in 12, 16, 20, and
24 MHz transmit frequencies for Ionospheric Profiles E, F, G, and H are presented, respectively, in columns
1 to 4 for Bo Njala, Port Harcourt, and Bahir Dar simulated radars, respectively, shown in the row panels, in
the same format as Figure 11. In Profile E (00 LT solar maximum), the orthogonality occurrence for Bo Njala
radar originates from onset up to ∼76◦ elevation angle across 12, 16, 20, and 24 MHz transmit frequencies.
However, 12 MHz transmit frequency has more scatter from elevation angles between ∼11◦ and 32◦ than in
16, 20, and 24 MHz. The trend we see here is similar to what we saw for Profile A, which is also a typical
00 LT ionosphere. Here, as expected, there is more backscatter because the ionosphere being a typical solar
maximum ionosphere is stronger. Also, for Bo Njala, the near-vertical scatter varies similarly from elevation
angle of about 45–76◦ for all the transmit frequencies. Similar performances are observed for Port Harcourt
radar in the second row and Bahir Dar radar in the last row but the vertical propagation only occurred from
elevation angles between ∼45–55◦ and ∼45–70◦, respectively.

Profile F, a 06 LT solar maximum typical equatorial ionosphere, in Figure 12 (second column) shows orthog-
onality occurrence for Bo Njala, Port Harcourt, and Bahir Dar radars in top, middle, and bottom rows,
repectively. At Bo Njala, backscatter occurs from ∼10◦ elevation angle for 12 MHz, while in 16 MHz it starts
from ∼5◦ but originates from onset in 20 and 24 MHz transmit frequencies. The 12 MHz frequency has dom-
inant occurrence from elevation angles between ∼11◦ and 44◦ compared to other frequencies. It increased
from about 11◦ to ∼24◦, decreased slightly and then increased steadily until an abrupt fall to ∼11◦ level at
44◦ elevation angle. This again demonstrates the trend we have seen so far, where high altitude half hop
scatter dominates for weaker ionospheres, illustrated in Figures 5 and 6, with lower elevation angle half hop
E region and one and a half hop F region scatter becoming dominant for stronger ionospheres and lower
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frequencies. The near-vertical propagation from elevation angle of about 45–80◦ follows the same trend for
all the transmit frequencies. The performances of Port Harcourt and Bahir Dar radars are similar to Bo Njala
radar. However, at Port Harcourt, the vertical propagation is small scale, occurring only in elevation angles
from ∼45–60◦ for all transmit frequencies but stretching further between ∼45◦ and 72◦ elevation angles for
the Bahir Dar radar.

The performance characteristics during a 12 LT solar maximum representative equatorial ionosphere (Pro-
file G) is presented in Figure 12 (third column). Profile G shares similarities with Profiles F and C, but the
magnitude of backscatter occurrence for all the transmit frequencies and radars is seemingly largest in Pro-
file G due to its intense ionospheric density characteristics compared to other representative profiles. For the
Bo Njala radar, backscatter is noticeable from elevation angle of ∼10◦ for 12 MHz and from ∼4◦ at 16 MHz.
At 12 MHz, there is an upward slope from elevation angle of ∼10◦ up to ∼27◦, where it slightly decreased
before peaking at ∼40◦. It fluctuates at the peak level and then falls to the 10◦ level at ∼65◦ elevation angle.
The 16 MHz followed the same trend, although it slightly performed better than 12 MHz between 11◦ and
27◦, then dropped to 10◦ level at ∼27◦. Unlike in other profiles, there is obvious initial upward slope in 20
and 24 MHz and rapid fall at ∼27◦ and ∼20◦, respectively. The backscatter population from the lower ele-
vation angle half hop E region and one and a half hop F region and again for lower transmit frequencies
explains the variation of scatter in Profile G at noon with high 𝑓oF2. Similar plots to Figure 6 not presented
here confirm this assertion. The Port Harcourt radar followed same trend as Bo Njala radar except that there
is no backscatter occurrence beyond ∼71◦ elevation for 12 MHz and ∼60◦ for other frequencies. At Bahir
Dar, the elevation angle performance is similar to Bo Njala and Port Harcourt but there is no occurrence of
backscatter beyond ∼80◦ elevation angle for 12 MHz and ∼70◦ for other frequencies.

Finally, in Profile H (18 LT solar maximum), the backscatter occurrence for Bo Njala radar originates from
horizontal elevation angle for all the transmit frequencies despite the relatively high 𝑓oF2 of this profile.
This feature, also seen in similar 18 LT ionosphere (Profile D), could be as a result of Profile H relatively
small 𝑓oE compared with Profile G. In 12 MHz, there is an increase of occurrence from elevation angle of
∼10◦ up to ∼27◦. This is followed by a slight decrease then increase to a peak level before falling to ∼10◦

elevation angle level at ∼44◦. The near-vertical rays from elevation angle of about 45–80◦ vary similarly for
all the transmit frequencies. The orthogonality occurrences for Port Harcourt and Bahir Dar radars vary
same as Bo Njala radar. But at Port Harcourt, there is no occurrence beyond elevation angle of ∼60◦, while
at Bahir Dar orthogonality occurrence terminated at ∼72◦. As suggested earlier, the rapid fluctuation in the
level of backscatter occurrence seen in all the solar maximum typical ionospheres, especially for 12 and
16 MHz frequencies could be due to multihop propagation and Pedersen rays exemplified in Figure 6.

3.4. Ground Range Distribution
In this section, we present in detail the simulated backscatter distributions as a function of ground range
across 1◦ to 90◦ elevation angles. Figure 13, derived from the ionospheric parameters of Profiles A (top
panels), C (middle panels), and G (bottom panels) for Bo Njala, shows that simulated backscatter is not
distributed uniformly over the ground range in all the four transmit frequencies. To achieve Figure 13, we
binned orthogonality value at (𝛼 ≤ 1◦) and altitude between 100 and 500 km.

Figure 13 (top panels) depicts orthogonality occurrence as a function of ground range and elevation angles
for the Profile A ionosphere for Bo Njala radar at transmit frequencies of 12, 16, 20, and 24 MHz. The
near-vertical backscatter that originates from elevation angles of ≈40–70◦ can be seen. This near-vertical
backscatter that appears like reddish “blob,” covers from the simulated radar site to ≈500 km ground range
in all the transmit frequencies. However, at lower frequencies 12 and 16 MHz, there is more backscatter
than at 20 and 24 MHz. The frequency variation of backscatter is due to Ionospheric Profile A having low
ionospheric density (e.g., 𝑓oF2 is 3.9 MHz) relative to the transmit frequencies. For example, propagation
for the near-vertical backscatter is typified in the top panels of Figure 5. At higher transmit frequencies there
is no hop propagation so rays tend to penetrate the ionosphere producing less backscatter. Also, there is a
backscatter region from the low elevation angles of ≈1◦ to about 40◦ across the transmit frequencies. Propa-
gation from these low elevation angles produces oblique orthogonality, with the orthogonality occurring at
above 2,000 km range in 12 MHz due to half hop as illustrated in Figure 5.

Profiles C and G (middle and bottom panels of Figure 13) represent stronger ionospheres, which allows us
to compare ionospheric effect on the orthogonality distribution as a function of ground range and elevation
angles. Here, the near-vertical backscatter is similar to Profile A at midnight with low 𝑓oF2, extending from
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Figure 13. Evaluation of orthogonality (𝛼 ≤ 1◦) as a function of ground range and elevation angles for transmit frequency 12 MHz (column 1), 16 MHz
(column 2), 20 MHz (column 3), and 24 MHz (column 4). Plots derived from the ionospheric parameters of Profiles A (top panels), C (middle panels), and
G (bottom panels) for Bo Njala simulated radar looking through 75–100◦ eastward azimuths measured from north geographic coordinate.

the simulated radar site to ≈500 km ground range but with no clear difference in 12, 16, 20, and 24 MHz
transmit frequencies. In contrast, the low elevation angles produced more backscatter across the ground
ranges in Profiles G and C than in Profile A. The increasing scatter from the E region half hop and F region
one and a half hop propagation account for the more backscatter especially in the 12 MHz transmit fre-
quency. This hop feature is demonstrated in Figures 4 and 5 and appears more at lower transmit frequencies
as shown in Figure 6. Here in Figure 13, multihop features as well as Pedersen rays can be seen as the longer
ground range distributions appearing from 950 to 2,500 km ground range. Also, the backscatter distribution
for Profiles C and G in 12 MHz transmit frequency is different from Profile A. For example, we do not see
backscatter from the horizontal elevation angle in 12 MHz transmit frequency due to large E region iono-
spheric critical frequency (𝑓oE) associated with 12 LT ionosphere. However, at higher transmit frequencies,
rays from the horizontal elevation angles as exemplified in Figure 6 penetrate the E region then refract in the
F region and produce backscatter at high altitude. Thus, Figure 13 confirms that the likelihood of achieving
orthogonality is not uniformly distributed in ground range but depends on the radar frequency and the ele-
vation angle of propagation. Simulations of ground range distributions of orthogonality for Port Harcourt
and Bahir Dar radars (not presented here) are similar to the Bo Njala radar.

3.5. Altitude Distribution
A detailed analysis of the altitude structure of orthogonality occurrence has been performed. Here we set
the altitude between 1 and 500 km, which represents an altitude range that encompasses the E and F region
ionospheric plasma irregularities features predominant in equatorial latitude such as sporadic E observed by
Blanc et al. (1996) at altitude range of 100–150 km. It is also a reasonable altitude range to focus our analysis
using a delineation of the EEJ region to (100–110 km in altitude) and within a few degrees of latitude at the
magnetic equator (Richmond, 1973). Note that the conventional SuperDARN signal processing currently
does not estimate the altitude of backscatter, although there are models, for example, by Chisham et al.
(2008) and Yeoman et al. (2008) that can provide altitude information of backscatters closer to the radar.
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Figure 14. Evaluation of orthogonality (𝛼 ≤ 1◦) as a function of altitude range ≤500 km for transmit frequencies 12 MHz (column 1), 16 MHz (column 2),
20 MHz (column 3), and 24 MHz (column 4). Plot derived from the parameters of Ionospheric Profiles A (top panels), C (middle panels), and G (bottom
panels), for Bo Njala simulated radar looking through 75–100◦ azimuths from North geographic coordinate and at different classifications of elevation angles
(𝛿). Altitude bins are 5 km wide.

Figure 14 depicts simulated altitude distribution of orthogonality occurrence for the Bo Njala radar, derived
from the profiles A (top panels), C (middle panels) and G (bottom panels) representative ionospheres for
transmit frequencies of 12, 16, 20, and 24 MHz. In Figure 14, we binned the altitude region (1–500 km) at
5 km interval, from which the total occurrence of orthogonality (𝛼 ≤ 1◦) was recorded at each interval over
the 1–90◦ elevation angle (𝛿) (black line in Figure 14). The same analysis was repeated at 1–30◦, 31–60◦, and
61–90◦ elevation angle (𝛿) classifications (red, blue, and green lines in Figure 14).

As shown in Figure 14, for Profile A, significant populations of E and F region scatter are predicted at all fre-
quencies for elevation angles less than 60◦. The populations of E and F region scatter are even because Profile
A is a weak ionosphere, a typical 00 LT ionosphere. Backscatter from the elevation angles of 61–90◦ dom-
inates other groupings above 350 km altitude. In other words, we have seen features of such high-altitude
backscatter for example, in Figures 4 and 5 from the near-vertical rays spreading out to over 1,500 km ground
range as highlighted in Figure 9 (especially in 24 MHz) and Figure 13.

The altitude distributions of orthogonality for Profiles C and G, representing stronger ionospheres, are in
the middle and bottom panels of Figure 14. Here, significant populations of E and F region scatter are also
predicted at all frequencies. However, the populations of E region ionospheric scatter outweigh the F region
because both Profiles C and G are a 00 LT representative ionosphere with a strong E region ionization.
Similar to simulations for Profile A, backscatter originating from the elevation angles of 61–90◦ are more
significant at altitudes beyond 350 km. The low elevation angles (1–30◦) dominate the E region altitude,
while the elevation angles of 31–60◦ are significant at ∼300–350 km, typical of the topside F region iono-
sphere, especially for 12 MHz transmit frequency. Simulations of altitude distributions of orthogonality for
Port Harcourt and Bahir Dar radars are not presented here but follow similar trends to the Bo Njala radar.
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4. Discussion
Ray tracing simulations have been extensively applied for determining the contours of perpendicularity
of the HF radar wave vector with the Earth's magnetic fields at high latitudes under varying ionospherics
conditions prior to inception of the SuperDARN Network (Villain et al., 1984). These earlier studies formed a
building block for SuperDARN. Refractive effects from ionospheric electron density distributions influence
HF raypaths propagating through the ionosphere. Consequently, the spatial location where the HF wave
vectors propagating through the ionosphere achieve orthogonality with the Earth magnetic field varies in
latitude. The implication of this latitudinal variation is that results from HF ray tracing modeling for high
latitude cannot be easily applied to equatorial latitude. Thus, this study was motivated by the need for a
feasibility study toward the development of SuperDARN-like radars at equatorial latitude of the African
sector given the rapid expansion of the SuperDARN Network from its original high-latitude coverage to
the lower-latitude sector. In addition, the least studied equatorial African ionosphere is predominated by
interesting electrodynamics such as EEJ, which is yet to be fully understood (Akala et al., 2013; Yizengaw
et al., 2014) due to a lack of instrumentation to data. As such, a long-term application of SuperDARN-like
HF radar technique will lead to enhanced understanding of these terrestrial plasma dynamics peculiar to
equatorial ionosphere.

This study has used a modified version of the three-dimensional ray tracing computer program developed
by Jones and Stephenson (1975). The modification entails the coupling of up to date IGRF magnetic field
model and representative equatorial ionospheric parameters deduced from the IRI model.

Results presented in section 3.2 have clearly shown that where orthogonality can be achieved for equato-
rial SuperDARN-like radar will be dependent on the azimuthal direction of radar beam. In this simulation,
the azimuth in the regions of 75–105◦ east and 230-288◦ west from geographic north performed best across
the three simulated radars. The azimuthal extent in each of the simulated radars with good performance is
∼25◦. The apparent paucity of backscatter for azimuths in the north and south axes is due to the configu-
ration of the equatorial geomagnetic field. This north-south decreasing deviation in performance appears
to be higher in the azimuths lying in the Northern Hemisphere than the Southern Hemisphere, a signa-
ture possibly due to the effect of the South Atlantic Anomaly as simulations (not presented here) further
down the Southern Hemisphere at latitudes up to −15◦ have suggested. The superior performance of the
east-west azimuthal direction relative to the north-south azimuth at different radar operating frequencies
and realistic equatorial ionospheres applied in this study is primarily due to the horizontal configuration
of the Earth's magnetic field at equatorial African latitude. This horizontally inclined field geometry means
that the influence of refraction resulting from nonuniform electron density gradient of the ionosphere on
where perpendicularity between wave vector and geomagnetic field exist is relatively small when compared
with the high latitude where in order to achieve orthogonality sufficient refraction is required to bend prop-
agating rays. This is not to say that HF wave trajectory in equatorial latitude are not susceptible to refractive
effects from the ionospheric electron density distribution. Going by the azimuthal performance, to construct
a SuperDARN radar in the equatorial African latitude entails a choice of radar beams with a boresite location
that allows coverage of the east-west azimuthal FOV, which has shown a striking probability of achieving
useful backscatter.

The 12 MHz radar frequency generally has more occurrences of simulated scatter, with the majority appar-
ently distributed within the E region ionosphere from rays in the region of 1–30◦ elevation. Multifrequency
analysis suggests that more backscatter can be achieved in the topside F region relative to the E region iono-
sphere by operating the radar at higher HF frequency. In such a scenario, rays from elevation angles above
30◦ perform well. Simulated scatter at E region altitudes, especially for a typical afternoon ionosphere, may
be similar to features observed in radar measurement in Blanc et al. (1996), attributed to effect of solar zenith
angle and the solar zenith radiation penetrating deeper into the atmosphere and producing more ionization
at lower altitudes. This large-scale E region simulated scatter distribution is also reminiscent of the distri-
butions found by Milan and Lester (2001) who employed the Þykkvibær SuperDARN radar measurements
to study the E region backscatter associated with the auroral electrojets.

The elevation angles at about 1–10◦ produced no simulated scatter for 06 and 12 LT typical ionospheres
when the rays are transmitted at 12 MHz as illustrated, for example, in Figures 11 and 12. This feature is
due to comparatively large 𝑓oE associated with the 06 and 12 LT diurnal periods. Consequently, simulated
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backscatter occurrence is seen at higher transmit frequencies. There are more simulated backscatter occur-
rences for a typical afternoon and solar maximum ionosphere than in a realistic morning and solar minimum
ionosphere, respectively. This characteristic diurnal and solar variability variations in the level of simulated
scatter could be dependent on the differences in ionospheric electron densities. The different distributions
of regions with the possibility of ionospheric backscatter due to variability of ionospheric plasma density
profiles and local time seen here are similar to the findings in Nishitani and Ogawa (2005) for midlatitude
following a similar ray tracing analysis.

Rays of lower elevation angles show features of simulated scatter, and they appear up to the maximum range
of 2,500 km considered here. At such ranges (≥1,000 km), backscatter seen, for example, in Figure 9 for
higher transmit frequencies originates from the high altitude as highlighted in Figure 14. Although, features
in a modeled distribution of echoes have shown to appear much further in range than in measured data and
are susceptible to greater uncertainties (de Larquier et al., 2013) and are not simulated here. Therefore, in
this study, backscatter above 1,000 km in ground range may be giving a less precise picture of the ground
range backscatter distribution for a practical setup. Contrary to the range distribution of scatter for the lower
elevation angles, scatter from the near-vertical elevation angles are confined to ∼500 km ground range away
from the simulated radars. Electron density distribution may not be linked with the simulated scatter from
vertical rays. Such backscatters are predominantly due to the magnetic field geometry favoring perpendicu-
larity between radar wave vector and the Earth's magnetic field. Accurate measurements of elevation angle
will be particularly important in the equatorial region, where both low and high elevation angles are likely
to produce significant quantities of ionospheric backscatter.

Apart from ionospheric backscatter that requires orthogonality, SuperDARN-type radars also measure
ground scatter as previously noted. Such ground scatter is useful for studying, for example, the characteris-
tics of traveling ionospheric disturbances (e.g., Ribeiro et al., 2011). The possible ground scatter region has
been predicted for 12 and 16 MHz transmit frequencies where there are multiple hop propagation modes
within the ground range of 2,000 km. The likelihood of ground scatter occurrence depends on the transmit
frequency and the ionosphere. For Ionospheric Profile C (at noon with medium 𝑓oF2) at transmit frequency
20 and 24 MHz, no ground scatter is predicted at ranges less than 2,000 km. Here, simulated ground scatter
for the 12 MHz for Ionospheric Profile C (at noon with medium 𝑓oF2) is mainly from low elevation angles
that are below 40◦ for both one and two hop propagation modes. At the 16 MHz, simulated ground scatter
is between ∼7◦ and 25◦ elevation angles due to one hop propagation mode. At the same transmit frequency,
simulated ground scatter is generated at shorter ground range for the ionospheric profiles with a medium
and high 𝑓oF2, typical of daytime ionosphere, which is similar to the observation noted in Nishitani and
Ogawa (2005) for a midlatitude SuperDARN radar. Identifying ground scatter from ionospheric scatter in
existing SuperDARN radars measurements is usually possible (Milan & Lester, 2001; Ribeiro et al., 2011).
However, the algorithm used for such identification of ground scatter from ionospheric scatter for Super-
DARN measurement is still not always accurate, and as such remains an issue under investigation with
SuperDARN data (e.g., Ribeiro et al., 2011).

The analysis here has shown that a SuperDARN-type radar looking in the east-west azimuthal direction has
the potential of achieving ionospheric backscatter at African equatorial latitudes. Therefore, such analysis
needs to be considered in designing a suitable antenna for this equatorial sector. For instance, an antenna
with beams that can provide a 25◦ scan coverage (one half a normal SuperDARN scan) will be a good match
for the proposed radars. The front-to-back ratio has been identified as a likely limitation that HF antennas
operating in the east-west azimuths will have, which needs to be considered in the design of the antenna's
elevation radiation pattern, height, and separation. This would entail constructing an antenna with a large
front-to-back ratio to allow for distinguishing scatter from east and west azimuths, which is crucial for a
SuperDARN measurement (Custovic et al., 2011, 2013).

Most HF radars designed to study ionospheric irregularities are working at frequencies between 10 and
30 MHz and the effects of the electron density on the raypath diminish considerably with increasing radar
operating frequency (Villain et al., 1984). Interesting signatures of Perderson rays at about 8–10◦ in E region
and 32–34◦ in F region, half hop and one and a half hop from our simulation are features that can be validated
using analysis from actual radar measurements.
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, a ray tracing program has been applied in simulating a typical SuperDARN radar at equatorial
African latitude locations. The simulated radar backscatter is consistent with the major SuperDARN radars
requirement that HF rays propagate nearly perpendicular to the geomagnetic field (𝛼 ≤ 1◦). The spatial
distributions of the eight different representative ionospheric profiles studied, following this criterion, have
shown that there is a likelihood of achieving backscatter in the east-west looking beams (25◦ azimuthal
range). This result shows that building a SuperDARN radar at the equatorial African latitude location would
require a choice of radar boresite that allows the beams to sweep the regions covering the east-west azimuthal
direction. Interestingly, this azimuthal region represents the plane where field-aligned irregularities such as
EEJ flow.

The transmit frequency of 12 MHz followed by 16 MHz has the highest occurrence of simulated backscat-
ter with majority of this distribution from the low elevation rays in the E region ionosphere. The middle
and near vertically aligned rays achieved orthogonality better at higher frequencies of 20–24 MHz with a
simulated distribution confined in the vicinity of ∼500 km ground range away from to the simulated radar
site. Contrarily to the vertically aligned rays, features of simulated scatter from the lower elevation angles
appear up to the maximum range of 2,500 km. It should be mentioned that simulated backscatter at such
2,500 km range may not be precise since HF ray tracing produces a better result at shorter ranges. In addi-
tion, accurate measurements of elevation angle will be crucial in the equatorial region, where both low and
high elevation angles are likely to produce significant quantities of ionospheric backscatter. The observa-
tions in this study will portend some implications in the antenna array construction, cost, and operation
for the proposed SuperDARN radars in the African equatorial sector. Therefore, further studies on antenna
array design are necessary.

Backscatter measurements of SuperDARN-like HF radars located in equatorial African latitude sector
should provide important data for studying E and F region field-aligned irregularities and equatorial
electrodynamic phenomena such as the EEJ. Other wide ranging terrestrial plasma research such as mag-
netohydrodynamic ultralow frequency waves may benefit from such data. The ionospheric profiles used in
this present study are based on IRI modeled data for quiet geomagnetic period. As such, in future stud-
ies, we would employ realistic electron density profiles derived from experimental ionogram data during a
quiet geomagnetic period and a disturbed period like geomagnetic storms. Also, the relationships between
the vertical and latitudinal structures of backscatter seen from different simulated radar locations could be
examined using ray tracing simulation.

We have shown using a HF ray tracing, a simulation of probable distributions of complex echo structures
from rays at varying elevation angles in a SuperDARN radar setup. This analysis apart from its importance
as a feasibility study for building HF radars at equatorial African latitudes will also provide a basis for future
interpretations of results obtained from data measured from such radars.
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